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Latter Rain - Gifts are for Giving
Acts 2:37,38
75 The Wonder of it All (midi no into)
267 Spirit Divine (tune St Agnes 269)
Previously LR #3
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Our text today is found in:
This is what happens… with every true
revival…
As in the… days of old… when the long
neglected… and sometimes even lost…
word of God… was read and
understood… by God’s people
There was a reformation… they were
cut to the heart… and the natural
question… that followed was… what
shall we do?
Peter’s response was thus:
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Remember… the outpouring of the
Holy Spirit… in the days of the
apostles… was for a specific purpose
For the carrying out… of the great
commission… go ye into all the world…
and make disciples… of all the nations…
Teaching them… to observe all things…
that I’ve taught you…
This was… the specific reason… for the
gift of tongues

This morning we are… turning our
focus… on the true manifestations… of
the holy spirit… in the light of the
believer
Not only does… the Holy Spirit lead
us… to repentance and… change our
hearts… that we might… be obedient
before God…
But the Holy Spirit… also gives us gifts

But God knew… they would need
more… than the gift of tongues… they
would need… other gifts as well
This manifestation… of the Spirit… was
not peculiar… to Pentecost or the NT…
In Exodus we read the following :
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Pronounce Name: Bet-sal-ale
When God had.. deliver his people from
Egypt… and he was instructing them…
In the all-important… task of building
the sanctuary… the model of
salvation… he poured out His Spirit in
gifts
The bible tells us…these gifts were in:
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Pronounce name: A-holy- yav
If God’s… fledgling church… in the
wilderness… needed such… skills and
abilities…

And if… the infant Christian church… at
the outpouring… of the Former Rain…
needed such gifts and talents…
How much more… we who are
preparing… for the second coming of
Christ… and the finishing… of the great
commission…
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In need of… these gifts… and more !
But if the following verses… found in
first Corinthians chapter 12:

vs. 1 Now concerning spiritual gifts... I
would not have you ignorant
These verses… tell us clearly… that the
Spirit of God… is the giver of gifts… and
that he gives… to every man… as he
sees fit
Verse seven… further elaborates:
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The Fruit of the Spirit:
Is a natural outpouring… of an abiding…
co-operative… relationship… with the
indwelling… Spirit of Truth.
This fruit is the… result of the…
Sanctifying Power… of the gospel
Remember Jesus’ words… and we look
at… a few weeks back:
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This bearing… of much fruit… is often
taken… in two ways
First… the fruit of the Spirit… and the
manifestations of sanctification…
Secondly… the fruit of the church… and
its mission… making disciples… of all
nations
For this purpose… the Holy Spirit…
gives gifts… to each member… of the
church
So what are these gifts?
They can be broken down… into several
broad categories… the first of which… is
administrative gifts:
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Leading… teaching… guiding… roles
Then verse 12… tells us why… God gives
these gifts

Romans 12:7

These gifts… our gifts… of leadership…
for the equipping… of the saints… the
work of ministry… and the edifying… of
the members of the church
These are not gifts… that are greater
than… the other gifts… rather these…
are the ones… as Jesus said:
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Well… just as Jesus was… the servant of
all… of us
These gifts… are given that… we might
serve God… one another… and the
mission of the church
The next… category of gifts… can be
classified… as gifts of help:
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Most of us… could probably do… with a
larger dose… of exhortation… maybe
even generosity… diligence… and
mercy…

But some people… are especially
gifted… in this area… are very
sensitive… to the needs… the
struggles… the trials of those around
them
And God… has given them… a special
gift… of helps… that they might

encourage… and build up… those in the
church… and even those outside the
church
That the gospel… might be furthered
The next broad… category is most
easily… termed general gifts…
First Corinthians 12… puts them this
way:
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Notice… that there is… no one gift…
that is given to everyone
Yet everyone… receives a gift… or
multiple gifts… from the Spirit
Notice also… that the gift of tongues…
is dead last… in the list (Note: 4 lists /
Tongues only in two of / Dead last in
the other two)
Thus it is… by no means… a special
sign… or token… given to all… as proof
of the… born again experience
Each of these gifts… is equally as
important… for the carrying of the
gospel… to the world around us and
The Spirit distributes… these gifts as…
he so desires
Perhaps… there are some gifts… that
aren’t even listed here… remember
The quote from Exodus… seemed to
indicate… that God even gives… talents
and abilities

That they… through those talents and
abilities… might have a part… however
seeming big or small… in the work of
salvation
So… Why does the spirit give men
gifts?
For two reasons:
For the furthering… of the gospel and
Secondly… to accomplish this… requires
the teaching… the training… and
building up… by the members of God’s
church
Peter tells us this:
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Who has gifts?
What are we to do with them?
To illustrate… the functions and… the
importance of… each of these gifts
Paul utilizes… the analogy of a body
saying:
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Remember… in Ephesians 4 verse 11
Paul said
“And He Himself gave some to be
apostles, some prophets, some
evangelists, and some pastors and
teachers:
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The true manifestation… of the Holy
Spirit… in the life of the believer
Will be manifested… in the fruits of
sanctification… in the life

This manifestation… of the converted
life… witnesses to the… power of the
gospel… and has a drawing influence…
on those around us
But those… who are born of the Spirit…
also receive gifts… that they might
become an
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Essential part… of the body of Christ…
each part… working and growing…
together is important
Paul tells us… that we should… both
seek after… and desire… the best gifts:

What is it that follows?
The great love chapter… the more
excellent way… the love that…

1 Cor 14:12; Rom 12:9,10

Does not… rejoice in iniquity… but
rejoices in the truth…
That bears all things… believes all
things… hopes all things… endures all
things.
Verse eight tells us this:
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Without love… obedience is nothing…
and without love… even or witness is
hindered
Without it even… the gifts are
cheapened… and used to our own
glory… instead of the glory of God
All these gifts… will vanish away… but
love never fails…

We quoted Peter earlier saying:

Love is the… greatest manifestation… of
the Holy Spirit… the love that comes
forth… from God alone… for God is love
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How can I know mine?
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267 Spirit Divine (tune St Agnes 269)

